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Difficulties  in  picturing  the  mechanism of  permeability,  and  in 
deciding whether ions can enter clearly indicate the need of mathe- 
matical treatment.  The brief outline which follows represents merely 
a  preliminary attempt in this direction. 
A  convenient method of  approach is  to consider the penetration  t 
of  a  weak  acid, HA, into a  living cell when  it is the  only  external 
solute present  (conditions being such that  penetration of molecules 
follows a  curve of  the first orderS).  If we assume that the activity 
coefficient is 1 we may define the permeability of the protoplasm as 
equal  to  the  quantity  of  penetrating  substance  passing  through 1 
sq.  cm. of protoplasmic surface into  the vacuole in unit time under 
unit concentration (activity) difference2 
Case f.  Molecules  Alone Enter.  Let us begin by writing 
PM  =  HMDMGM 
where  PM  is  the  permeability of the protoplasm for molecules, D~ 
is  the  net  rate  of  progress  of  molecules through  the  protoplasm,  4 
1Cf.  Osterhout, W. J. V., Proc. Soc. Exp.  Biol.  and Med.,  1928-29, 26,  192. 
2 E.g.,  when  the  inside is stirred by convection currents  or by protoplasmic 
motion  and  the  outside is  also  stirred.  According to  J.  H.  Northrop  (private 
communication)  the  curve may in some cases be  of  the first order even if there 
is no  internal stirring, but  in  that  case  the  time  required  to  diffuse from the 
surface to  the  interior of  the cell may become the  determining factor. 
That  the penetration may  follow a  curve  of  the  first order when  the  sap  is 
stirred by protoplasmic motion is evident from the experiments of Irwin (J. Gen. 
Physiol.,  1925-28,  8,  147). 
This  formula follows in  a  general way  that  of Northrop  (J.  Gen.  Physiol., 
1928-29,  12, 435)  for penetration through collodion membranes.  For molecules 
we have unit concentration difference when Mo  -  Mi  =  1. 
4 This is equal to the reciprocal of the time required to pass through and depends 
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Gu is a  collision factor (such  that if one-half of the molecules reaching 
the  surface  pass  through  the  protoplasm ~ we  may  put  Gu  =  0.5); 
and  H,  is  a  proportionality  factor.  Let  us  assume  for  simplicity 
that  a  base  ROH  (produced  by  the  cell)  is  the  only  solute  of  im- 
portance  inside  and  that  it  tends  to  act  as a  buffer  s and yields the 
not only on the thickness of the protoplasm but on other factors which may be 
chemical or physical.  In the case of ions the value of D  will be intermediate 
between that of the slower and that of the faster ion. 
In case we are considering only penetration through the outer surface into the 
protoplasm (not into the vacuole) D•  and PM must be modified accordingly. 
If the diffusion gradient be kept constant a steady state will be reached in which 
the  amount  entering  the outer  surface of the  protoplasm in unit  time will  be 
equal to the amount leaving the inner  surface and  passing into the vacuole (cf. 
Northrop, J. H., J. Gen. Physiol., 1928-29, 12, 435).  We assume for convenience 
that the protoplasmic layer is so thin that we may neglect the time necessary to 
reach the steady state (but no actual steady state is assumed for the cases dis- 
cussed in this paper since the diffusion gradient is not constant). 
The factor G is intended to cover the situation regardless of whether the pene- 
tration depends on passage through pores, on chemical combination, or on solu- 
bility (cf. Northrop, J. H., J. Gen.  Physiol., 1928-29,  12, 435).  The presence of 
pores in the surface of the protoplasm would seem less probable since the rounding 
up of drops of protoplasm in water indicates that the surface acts like a liquid but 
it is not impossible that  a  thin  film (solid or gel)  might overlie the liquid  (as 
in the case of a  drop of mercury covered with a solid film).  In that case water- 
soluble substances  might  pass  through  the  pores  and  lipoid-soluble substances 
through the substance surrounding the pores. 
At any rate we must consider penetration through more than one phase since it 
would  appear  that  protoplasm  may  contain  several  layers.  (Cf.  Osterhout, 
W. J. V., and  Harris, E. S., J. Gen.  Physiol.,  1927-28,  11,  391;  also Osterhout, 
W. J. V., Damon, E. B., and Jacques, A. G., J. Gen.  Physiol.,  1927-28, 11~ 193.) 
6 In this paper we shall neglect any change of internal pH produced by the 
entrance of small amounts of HA or NaA unless otherwise stated.  As an example 
of what is meant let us assume that at the start Mo  =  10-4 tools per liter, Ao 
=  10 -s,  H°  =  10 -s,  ROH  =  10 °-°°43~,  R  =  10 -3"997s~,  OHi  =  10 -s'997s4, 
Hi  =  10 -l°-°°216 and  Mi  =  Ai  =  O,  the  corresponding values  at  equilibrium 
being Moe  =  10 -4, Aoe  =  10 -s, Hoe =  10 -s, ROH,  =  10 °'°°4a19, Re  =  10 -3'995ss, 
OH/°  =  10 -4, Hie  =  10 -I°, M~e  =  10 -4 and Ai,  =  10 -6.  We assume  that the 
dissociation constant KB for ROH  =  10 -s and for HA  =  10 -~2  =  K.  These 
figures  satisfy  the  conditions  for  a  Donnan  equilibrium  since  (Ho,)  (Ao,)  = 
(H~e) (Ai,): also Re  +  H;e  =  A;e +  OH/,.  It may be noted that there is little 
change in pH value due to the entrance of HA  (i.e.,  the change is from Hie  = 
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cation R+ which is unable  to pass  out.  If  the  dissociation constant 
of HA is K we have (Ho)(Ao)  --  KMo and (Hi)(Ai)  =  KMI, where the 
subscript o denotes outside and i  inside, M  denotes the concentration 
(activity  7)  of molecules, and H  and A  that of the ions.  If we may 
assume that the presence of ROH provides the condition for a  Don- 
nan  equilibrium  we  may  consider  that  at  equilibrium  (Hoe)(Ao,) 
----  (Hi~)(A/e)  and  Mot  =  Mie,  where  the  subscript  e  denotes  con- 
centration  (activity  ~)  at equilibrium. 
We assume that the internal volume is 1 liter  8 and that the outside 
concentration is kept  constant,  e  Hence at  the beginning  (when  Mi 
--  O)  if Mo  =  1000  millimols per liter  and PM  =  0.01  the  amount 
entering  in  the  first  unit  of  time  is  PMMo  and  if  we  assume  for 
convenience that nothing passes out during the first unit of time the 
concentration at the end of the first unit of time is PMMo  or  10 milli- 
tools  per liter.  How much of  this remains in  molecular  form after 
entering  depends  on  the  internal  pH  value  which  determines  the 
fractional  concentration,  FM,  of  molecules  inside2  We  may  put 
M~  KM~ 
FM  --  --  and  since A~  -  we have 
M~  +  A~  H~ 
M~  1 
FM --- -- 
K 
Ms + ~-~  ~ +I-I--~ 
The fractional concentration of A-  inside, F~, is 
Ai  As  1 
FA~, 
HiAi  1 + ~  Ai + Mi  Ai +  K 
We shall for convenience assume FM and Fa  to be  constant for any 
one  time  curve. 
In  case the activity coefficient does not  equal  1  the  treatment  must  be 
altered accordingly but this involves no difficulty. 
s I.e., the total internal volume of all the cells taken together is 1 liter. 
9 If the pH value inside falls during the penetration FM will increase and the 
velocity  constant VM will become greater  since VM  =  PMFM; it is as though 
the temperature were to be slowly raised during a  chemical reaction of the first 
order.  (The same would be true if the pH value rose during the penetration of 
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It is  evident  that  the  inward  diffusion  is proportional  to  P~  and 
to the difference in concentration  (i.e.,  to Mo  -  Ms), l°  so that if Si = 
Mi  +  As the net amount entering in unit time may be regarded as 
dSi 
--  =  PM(Mo -- Mi) 
dt 
It may be  more  convenient  in  the  subsequent  discussion  to  assume 
that  there  is  an  inward  diffusion  proceeding  as  though  Mi  and  Ai 
were  always  zero  and  an  outward  diffusion  proceeding  as  though 
Mo  and  Ao  were  always zero.  In  that  case the  amount  entering  in 
unit  time  would  be  PMMo  and  the  amount  coming  out  would  be 
PMM5  so  that  the  net  amount  entering  would  be 
dS~ 
=  PMMo  -- PMMi  =  PM(Mo  -- Mi) 
dt 
Since  Mo  =  Ms,  we have 
dSi 
--  =  Ptff(Mse  --  MS) 
dt 
where  the  subscript  e  denotes  concentration  at  equilibrium.  If  we 
F~ 
multiply  the  right-hand  side  of the  equation  by  FM we have 
dS~  =  PMFM  =  PMFM(SIe -  S~) 
ec 
Putting  PMFM  =  Vu  we have 
dS---2 -- VM(Su  -  Si) 
dt 
and 
VM -- 1  [no  Sie 
f  Sie -- Si 
We may also put 
dA_~i =  dS__j FA  =  VM(FASie  -- FaSi)  ~  VM(Aie  -  ell) 
dt  dt 
10 If a substance must combine with a constituent of the protoplasm in order to 
enter, the rate of penetration is not a linear function of Mo -  M~ but may closely 
approximate it in many cases.  This would  also apply to the penetration of ions. W.  ~'. V.  OSTER!-IOUT  265 
and 
Also  :x 
and n 
dMs 
dt 
VM ~  1  Ale 
~  In° Aie_  Ai 
dSs FM =  VM(Ms, -Mi) 
dt 
1  M~, 
"VM = t  In. Mie -- MS 
u  This may be illustrated as follows.  If the time unit  be sufficiently short we 
may regard the rate  as uniform during any one interval and if at the beginning 
Mi  =  Ai  =  0  we may assume that during the first interval of time the egress is 
negligible.  If Mo  =  1000  millimols per  liter,  Yu  =  0.01,  and  FM  =  0.1  the 
amount  leaving  the  external  solution  in  the  first  unit  of  time  is  PMMo  = 
(0.01)(1000)  =  10 of which all but  1 is converted into ions after entering so that 
the increase in Ms is PMMoFM  =  (0.01)(1000)(0.1)  =  1.  Putting PMFM  =  VM, 
the apparent  velocity constant  of the process,  we have 
Mo  1000 
(whence PM  =  0.01).  During the next unit of time a part of this escapes by out- 
ward  diffusion:  if we regarded  this as PMMs we should have PgMs  =  (0.01)(1) 
=  0.01,  but  when this has passed  out we have inside 0.99  Ms and  9  As so that 
Ms  -1- Ai  =  9.99;  but  ions must  combine until  we have Mi  =  FM(Mi  +  Ai) 
=  (0.1)(9.99)  =  0.999  so that  the real loss of Ms  =  1  -  0.999  =  0.001  or  = 
PMMW~  =  (0.01)(1)(0.1)  =  0.001.  The  amount  of Mi coming ha  during  the 
second unit of time is, as before, PMF~tMo  =  1.  The net increase in Mi in the 
AMI 
second unit of time, --~--, is the difference between the incoming and the outgoing 
quantities  or  P~MoF~  -  PMMiF~  =  PMF,g(Mo  -  Ms)  =  (0.01)(0.1)(1000 
-  1)  =  0.999.  Putting  PMFM  =  VM,  the  apparent  velocity constant  of  the 
process,  we  have 
AMI 
-  VM(Mo-  Mi) 
dt 
and  for the first  two units  of time we have 
1000 
u_o  1 In.100o  o.ool  VI~ =  t  Mo -  Mi  2  -  (1 +  0.999)  = 
whence  P~  =  0.01  (this  value is  approximate  only;  the  smaller  the  assumed 
value  of  VM  the  nearer  will be  the  agreement  of  the  calculated  and  assumed 
values). 
12 This  equation  assumes  that  the partition coefficient between  the protoplasm 
and  the external  solution  is  1:  cases  where  it  differs  from  1  will be  discussed 
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This may be checked by considering the condition at equilibrinm 
dM~ 
where we know that the rate of increase of  Mi or  -  PMMoF~ 
dt 
dM~ 
must  be  equal  to  the  rate  of  decrease of  Mi  or  df  -  PMM~Fg; 
hence  we  have  PMMoF~Z  =  PMM~F~:  this  is  correct  because  at 
equilibrium Mo  =  Mi. 
Log (V~xl0  3) when P~-t 
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FIG. 1. Shows how VM  (= PMFM) varies when P~. is constant (PM ---- 1) but 
K, H~ (and in consequence FM)  vary.  K,  I-It and FM  are taken  as  constant 
during any one time curve or process of l~enetration. 
In Fig. 1 are shown the magnitudes of Vu for various values of K 
(the ionization constant of HA) and of internal pH (and hence of F~) 
when P~  --  1,  i.e.  when  VM  ~-  FM. 
It should be  noted that if Mo  remains constant a  decrease of FM 
(caused by an increase in pH value inside) means an increase of Si, 
(the  total  internal  concentration  at  equilibrium,  as  indicated  in 
Fig. 2)  as well as a decrease of Vu. W.  J.  V.  OSTERYIOUT  267 
In order to compare the permeability of the protoplasm for differ- 
ent  acids  (penetrating  as  molecules  only)  we  may  ascertain  the 
values of Vu and Fu.  The latter tends to rise as the acid penetrates, 13 
but  if  the  amount  penetrating  is  small  and  the buffer action of the 
cell  sufficiently  great  the  change  in  F~  might  be  negligible.  The 
error would be minimized by taking the rate at the very start (before 
much  change  was  brought  about  by  penetration),  but  here  the 
experimental  difficulties  might  make  it  necessary  to  construct  a 
S~ 
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FIo. 2.  Calculated time curves  of  Si  (total amount  inside)  when  molecules 
alone penetrate and Mo and PM  are constant  (P~t  =  1)  but F~r varies and in 
consequence  V~ varies.  It  is  assumed  that Mo  =  Mic  --  10 for both curves. 
1  S~ 
The equation is  VM  =  PMFjI  -~  t  ]no S~,  -  S------~" 
The same curves would  serve if ions alone entered  by putting  VA in place of 
VM  and  PaK  --  1 in  place of PM  --  1 or if ions  and molecules  entered  by 
putting  V~A in place of V~- and P~I  -t- P.4K  =  1 in place of PJz  -  1.  In all 
these cases the rate rises as the external pH value decreases. 
portion of the time curve and extrapolate to zero time.  At the start, 
when Mi  =  0  and  A i  =  0  we may neglect FJz  since  when  Mi  --  0 
the  equation 
dt 
18 This would also be true of the penetration of a weak base. 268  EQUATIONS  FOR ENTRANCE  OF ELECTROLYTES 
becomes 
(dSi~ 
where \--~/~ 
-'~)b = PMMo 
is the rate when Ms  --- At  =  O. 
Case  //.--Let  us  now  consider  the  penetration  of  ions. 1.  We 
assume  that  the  outer  surface of  the  protoplasm  consists of  a  non- 
aqueous layer through which A-  cannot pass without H + so that the 
ions  will  enter  as  ion  pairs  (H +  +  A-)  for which  we  assume  that 
simultaneous  collision with the surface is necessary.  Hence the rate 
of  entrance  will  be  proportional  to  the  number  of  such  collisions 
which is in turn proportional to the product of Ho by Ao.  (We omit 
for the present consideration of exchange of ions of the same sign.) 
Just  as  we  consider  the  permeability  of the protoplasm  to  mole- 
cules,  Pu,  to be  equal  to  the  amount  of  HA  entering  in  unit  time 
through unit  surface in molecular form  ~ when Mo  -  Ms  =  1  so we 
may consider the permeability of the protoplasm to the ion pair H + 
+  A-  to be the  amount  of HA  entering  in  ionic form (H +  +  A-) 
in unit time through unit surface when (Ho)(Ao) -  (H~)(A~)  --  1 (i.e., 
when KMo -  KM~ =  1).  The value of Pa will depend on a "collision" 
factor GH + A (analogous to Gu) and on a  factor DH + a  (analogous to 
Du) to which we may add a  proportionality factor I.IH + A (analogous 
to I-Iu) and write 
/~n  =  (HH +  A)(DH +  A)(GH +  a) 
Letting Ao  denote the  external  and As  the internal  concentration  of 
A-  we may regard the amount entering in unit time at  the beginning 
(when  Mi  =  0  and  Ai  =  O)  as  PaHoAo  which  is  equal  to  PaKMo 
(since HoAo  =  KMo). 
Hence when Ms  =  0  and A~  =  0  the amount  entering in unit time 
is PAKMo  and  when Mo  =  0  and  Ao  ---  0  the  amount passing  out 
in unit time is PAKMi.  When the amounts are  expressed as tools it 
14 We shall, for convenience, assume that this is independent of that of mole- 
cules.  If some ions combine at the surface of the protoplasm to make molecules 
which pass  through the protoplasm in undissociated  form and dissociate  on the 
other side it will not affect our calculations except to substitute PM for Pa. 
We neglect for the present any exchange of ions of like sign as this will be taken 
up later. W.  J.  V.  OSTERHOUT  269 
is evident that the amount of HA entering in ionic form is equal to 
the amount of S~ entering so that we may put 
dS~ 
= PAKMo -- PAKMi = PAK(Mo -- Mi) 
dt 
5~-2 
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FIO. 3.  Calculated time curves of Si  (total  amount  inside)  when  ions  alone 
penetrate  and  Fu  and  So  are  constant  but  Ho varies  (and  in  consequence  Mo 
and Mee vary).  It is assumed that K  =  10 -8, So  =  100,  F~/  =  0.5,  and  VA  = 
1_ Ino  S~  0.001.  The equation is  VA  =  t  S~,  ~  S~ 
The  same  curves  would  serve if  molecules  alone  entered  by  putting  Vu  = 
0.001  in place of  VA  =  0.001  or  if both  molecules and  ions entered  by putting 
VUA  =  0.001  in  place of  VA  =  0.001.  In  all  these cases  the rate rises as the 
external pH value decreases. 
dS~ 
(If Fu remains constant the value of ~- will increase as the exter- 
nal  pH value falls and Mo increases,  as in  Fig.  3.) 270  EQUATIONS FOR  ENTRANCE O~  ELECTROLYTES 
FM 
Multiplying  the right-hand  side  by ~  we  have 
dSi  PAKFM  Mo  -~ =  ~  =  -PaKFu(Sl,  -  &) 
Putting PaKFu =  Va we have 
dS~ 
----  =  VA(Sie  -- Si) 
dt 
and 
Also  15 
1  Sie 
VA  = 7  Ino Sie -- Si 
dMi  dSi FM =  VA(Mo -- Mi) 
dt  dt 
15 This may be illustrated as follows.  If the time unit is sufficiently short we 
may  regard  the rate  as  uniform  during  any  one interval  and  at  the. beginning 
(when MI  =  Ai  =  0)  we may assume  that  during  the first interval of  time the 
egress is negligible.  If Mo  =  10,000  rnilllraols per fiter, PA  =  0.5,  K  =  0.001 
and F•  =  0.8 the amount leaving  the external solution in the first unit of time 
is PAKMo  =  5 a  part of which is at once converted to ions so that only (5)(0.8) 
--- 4 appear as Mi.  In the next unit of time a part of this goes out, amounting to 
PaKMi  =  0.002,  leaving 4  -  0.002  =  3.998  M¢ and  1 AI so that  Mi  +  A~  = 
4.998, but ions must combine until we have Mi  =  FM(MI  +  A i)  =  (0.8)(4.998) 
=  3.9984  Mi so that  the real loss of Mi  =  4  -  3.9984  =  0.0016  or PaKF~MI. 
The  amount  of  Mi  coming  in  during  the  second  unit  of  time  is,  as  before, 
PAKF~Mo  =  4.  The net increase of Mi  in the second unit  of time, which we 
may call AM__j is the difference between the incoming and the outgoing quantities 
dt  ' 
zxM~ 
or-  --- PAKF~Mo  -  PaKFMMi  =  PAKF~(Mo  -Mi)  and putting PaKFM 
dt 
=  VA,  the apparent  velocity constant  of the process, we have 
AM~ 
--  =  VA(Mo -- Mi) 
dt 
and for the first two units of time we have 
1  Mo  1  In  10,000  _ 
VA ----  7  In" Mo- -~ -Mi -  2  e 10,000  -- 7.9984  -  0.0004 
which  agrees  with  the  originally  assumed  values,  i.e.  VA  =  PAKFM  = 
(0.5)(0.001)(0.8)  =  0.0004,  whence  -PA  =  0.5  (this  value  is  approximate  only; 
values  calculated in  this way  approach  the  more closely the  assumed  value the 
smaller this value is taken). w.  5.  v.  OSTElUtOtIT  271 
and 
and 
dAi =  dSi 
--~  ~  FA =  VA(SI,FA -- SieFA)  =  VA(AI, -  Ai) 
dt ]b 
That  the  penetration  of  ions  must  be  proportional  to  the  ionic 
product (Ho)(Ao)  is evident from the condition at  equilibrium where 
the amount  going in is PAHoAo which must be equal to the  amount 
coming out or P,~H~Ai;  this  is correct if we regard the amount going 
in  as PAH,Ao and the amount coming out as P~H.,A~ since at equilib- 
rium H~lo  =  H~,  but it could not be correct where Hi is not equal 
to Ho (as in the case of a Donnan equilibrium)  unless the penetration 
of  ions were proportional  to the ionic product.  (If  molecules alone 
penetrated  the amounts going in and out would be equal despite the 
inequality of Ao, and Ai, since Mo° would be equal to Mi,.) 
Case  III.--If  both  molecules  and  ions  go  in  simultaneously  the 
total amount of S~ passing in (both as ions and as molecules) when M~ 
=  0 and A~  =  0 is P~cMo +  PaKMo.  The total amount passing out 
when  tl/Io  =  0  and  Ao  =  0  is PMMI  +  P,4KMI.  The  net  amount 
passing in may be regarded as 
dS_~i =  (PMMo +  PAKMo) -- (PMMI +  PAKMi)  -- (PM +  PAK)(Mo -- Mi) 
dt 
When Mi  =  Ai  =  0 we may put 
(ds,~  /b= <eg + l'aK)Uo 
Putting P~ +  PAK =  V, we have  ~6 
~s___~  = V(~to -  M,) = VF~ (~"  M ~  VeM(S,. -  S,) 
t6 Although the velocity constant is  VF~  nevertheless for any given value of 
Mo and Mi the value of dS---2~ is independent of F~t because when we double F~ 
dt 
Mo 
we halve Si~ since Si, =  --. 
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Putting  VFM  --  VMA  we  have 
dSi 
-  V~fA(Si~ -- Si) 
dt 
Also  I7 
and 
dMi  dSi 
--~  -~ FM -~  =  FMV(Mo -  Mi)  =  VMA(Mo -- Mi) 
dA._~ =  FA °'~;~ =  VlffA(SIeFA  -- SIFA)  =  VMA(AIe -- Ai) 
dt  dt 
1~ This may be illustrated  as follows.  Let us put Mo  =  10,000,  PM  ---- 0.01, 
PA  =  0.5,  K  =  0.001,  FM  =  0.4,  and FA  =  0.6  (we need not assign any value 
to  Ao  since  it  does  not  enter  into  our  calculations).  We  then  have  V  =  Pa~ 
+  PAK  =  0.0105 and VMa  =  VFM  =  (0.0105) (0.4)  =  0.0042.  At the start when 
M~  =  At  =  0  the  molecules  entering  in  the  first  unit  of  time  ---  P~Mo  = 
(0.01)  (10,000)  =  100  and  the  amount  of  A-  entering  in  ionic form is  PaKMo 
--  (0.5)  (0.001)  (10,000)  =  5, the total being 100  +  5  =  105 of which (0.4)  (105) 
=  42  --  Mi.  During  the second  unit  of  time  a  part  of  this  diffuses out:  this 
part  amounts  to [P_~Mi  =  (0.01)  (42)  =  0.42] plus [PaKM¢  =  (0.5)  (0.001)  (42) 
=  0.0211,  the total amount escaping being 0.42  +  0.021  =  0.441  which must be 
subtracted  from the amount entering in the second unit of time  (105)  to get the 
net increase  in  Si:  this  net  increase  is 
ASk 
--  =  105-  0.441  ---- 104.559 
dt 
of which  M~  =  (0.4). 104.559  =  41.8236.  As a  check we may calculate  this by 
the formula  given above 
AS,' 
=  V(Mo  -  Mi) 
dt 
~S¢  =  (0.0105)  (10,000  -- 42)  =  104.559.  Also we may put tor the first  and get -~- 
unit of time 
zXM~ 
dl  = VMA(Mo -- Mi)  -- (0.0042)  (10,000)  =  42 
We may  calculate the value of  VMa  from the equation 
1  Me 
VMA  =  "~ In. Mo -- Mi W.  J.  V.  OSTERHOUT  2;'3 
The  correctness of these  equations may  he tested  by considering 
conditions  at  equilibrium  when  the  amount  coming  out  is  known 
(since it must be equal to the amount going in).  The amount entering 
in  unit  time when Mi  =  0  and Ai  =  0  may be regarded  as  PuMo 
+  PaKMo.  According  to  the  equations  given  above  ts  the  amount 
coming out when Mo  =  0  and  Ao  =  0  is PuMi  +  PaKM~.  Hence 
PuMo  +  PaKMo  =  P~tMie  +  PaKMu:  this  is  evidently  correct 
since  at  equilibrium  Mo  =  Mi,. 
It is evident that the velocity constant when both ions and molecules 
enter is  equal  to  the  velocity constant  when  molecules alone  enter 
plus the velocity constant when ions alone enter.  We have 
(1)  Molecules  alone  entering 
d& 
--  = PMFM(Sia -- Si)  --  VM(&, -- Si) 
dt 
(2)  Ions alone entering 
dS~ 
=  eaFuK(S¢, -  si) =  va(si, -  S;) 
dt 
(3)  Both  ions  and  molecules  entering 
dS~ 
--  =  (P~IFM +  PAFMK) (Sic -  Si)  .~ (VM +  Va)(Si, -- Si) 
dt 
Evidently VM +  Ira  =  (PMF~t  +  PaFuK)(Si,  -  Si)  =  Fu(Pu  + 
PaK)(S~,  -  S~)  -~  Vu~  so that we have 
dSi 
=  V~ta(Si, -  Si) 
dt 
For the first unit of time we have 
i0,000 
VMA ---- ln~  = 0.0042 
i0,000  --  42 
and for the first two units of time 
~In~  i0,000  --  0.0042 
V~tA = --  10,000  -- (42 +  41.8236) 
which  agrees with  the assumed  values  V~a  =  VF~  =  (0.4)(0.01 +  0.005)  ~= 
0.0042.  These  values  are  approximate  only;  values  calculated  in  this  way 
approach nearer to the assumed values the smaller they are taken. 
is When HA is the only solute present Ao is approximately equal to Ho (except 
at  very low  concentrations)  so  that  we may put (Ho) (Ao)  =  KMo  =  (Ho)  2 
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Since all these velocity constants are functions of F~r they depend 
on the internal pH value: but they are independent of the external 
pH value (unless this affects the value of Fu). 
Even if the external concentration of HA is kept constant so that the 
initial diffusion gradient is always the same the value of S~, may vary 
since at equilibrium Mo  -- M~, but A~, varies with FM (the smaller FM 
the greater is A ~,).  If in every case the same amount of HA enters in 
the first unit of time this will form a  smaller fraction of S~, when S~, 
is large and FM is small and hence the velocity constant must be small 
when FM is small.  This statement is  based on equations involving 
S~,  such as VM ---- -tl ln~ S~, ~5 S~' and is equally true of VM, Va, and 
Vua.  It  also  applies  to equations  involving  M~,, such  as  VM  = 
1  Mi, 
-  lne  , for if Fu is large the amount of HA entering in the 
t  M~.  -  M~ 
first unit of time  will remain largely in the  form of M~ and conse- 
quently constitute  a  larger fraction of  M~, than  when FM is  small: 
so that the velocity constant VM must  increase with  F~  (and  this 
applies  equally to  VA  and  V~A).  Similar  considerations  apply  to 
equations involving A,, such as  VM  --  1 lne  A ~  . 
t  A~  -  A~ 
Although we have dS_~ _-  PMF~ (S~, -  S~) this value is indepen- 
dt 
dent of FM since when we double F~t we halve S~, and S~ as is evident 
from the  equation dSi  = PMF~ (M~,  M~)  d---t  \FM  ~  .  This applies  also to 
dS__j in Cases II and III. 
dt 
If we keep the total outside concentration (Me +  Ao) constant and 
vary  the  pI-I  value,  by  adding  a  base  which penetrates  slowly  or 
not at ally while the inside pI-I value remains constant, a decrease in 
the external pH value will increase the value of Mo = M~, and of Si, = 
Mi, + Ai, (i.e., the total inside concentration at equilibrium) and like- 
1~ The actual rate can be calculated by means of the equations given later for 
the penetration of Na +  +  A-. W.  J.  V.  OSTERttOUT  275 
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FIG. 4.  Curve A, calculated values for the rate of entrance ['  '\dS{':']  at the start 
b 
(when Mi =  Ai == 0).  It is assumed that molecules of HA  and the ion pair H + 
+  A-penetrate, that K  =  10 -s, So  =  5, FM is constant  and that Ho (and in 
consequence Mo and Mi,) varies.  The equation is (dSi'~  =  (PM  +  FaK) Mo: 
where  PM  +  PaK=  1 this becomes \dr/b  ~  --- Mo  =  ?vI~. IY~-k.~*sJ 
The same curve would serve ff molecules alone entered by putting  PM  ----  1 
in place of PM  +  PaK or if ions alone entered by putting PAK  =  I  in place 
.*% 
Of PM+ 
\at~ b 
manner as the external pH value increases. 
Curves B, C, and D, calculated values for the rate of entrance dS(!~.i~ at the 
\as/  b 
start (when Mi =  As --- 0).  It is assumed that molecules of HA and the ion pair 
Na + +  A- enter,  that  So  -=  1,  FM  is  constant,  PM  ----  1,  that  Nao  =  Ao, 
and that Vl varies (c.f. Fig. 7).  The equation is  ,--,(dS-~)b= PMM, +  VxA•  where 
V1  --  P~. 
When Ho  =  H~ the velocity constant  VMN  s  behaves  somewhat  like  -~  b 
in Curves B, C, and D: when H~ is constant it behaves like V•a  (upper  curve) 
in Fig. 5. 276  EQUATIONS  FOR ENTRANCE  OF ELECTROLYTES 
(dSi~ 
wise  the  total  amount  ~-~-/  penetrating  in  unit  time,  no  matter 
whether  molecules  alone  penetrate,  or ions  alone,  or both  together  2° 
(Figs. 3 and 4).  This will be true even if the inside pH value changes 
during the process of penetration.  Hence it is not possible  to decide 
on this basis whether  ions enter. 
In case the cell has a  slowly diffusible ion in place of an indiffusible 
ion  these  remarks  will  be  approximately  true 2~  but  there  will  be  a 
tendency  to  reach  a  temporary  pseudoequilibrium  after  which  there 
will be a  drift  toward  true  equilibrium  (at  which the inside  and out- 
side pH  values  and  concentrations  will  be equal)  as the  result  of the 
movement  of the  slowly  diffusing  ions. 
The fact that  in the  case of  Valonia  H2S  and  COs quickly reach  a 
pseudoequilibrium 22  which  remains  constant  indicates  that  the  chief 
cations  of  sea  water  other  than  H  must  penetrate  slowly  or  not  at 
all:  2s  otherwise  A-  would  continue  to  penetrate  (paired  with  some 
cation other than H +)  until  true equilibrium were reached and if this 
were  rapid  enough  it  could  be  observed  experimentally. 
Case  [V.--If  the  ion  pair  Na +  +  A-  alone  enters  24  (i.e.,  the  en- 
s0 In case both penetrate  together the  velocity constant will be greater  than 
otherwise, as already shown.  In Case III change of Hi may have less effect on 
the initial rate or the velocity constant. 
21 If Na + is inside and comes out very slowly it  acts very much like R + (in 
calculations we must bear in mind that it is present on both sides). 
32 It  has  been  shown  experimentally  for  Valonia  (cf.  Osterhout,  W.  J.  V., 
J. Gen. Physiol., 1925-28,  8, 131; Osterhout, W. J. V., and Dorcas, M. J., J. Gen. 
Physiol.,  1925-26, 9, 255)  that if a weak acid penetrates rapidly it soon reaches 
such  a  pseudoequilibrium.  (In the case of Valonia the inside pH value is lower 
than the outside but this does not affect the principle involved.) 
28 The penetration  of COs  and H~S  does not prove that  H + penetrates  since 
they may enter in undissociated form. 
24 The penetration of HA wiU increase and that of Na + +  A- will decrease the 
value of Hi.  As an illustration  of what is meant we may assume the following 
values:  at  the  start  Ho  =  10 -5-5185~, Mo  =  10 -3"°371,  ROH  =  10 -3"99715, R  = 
10 -s'49867s, Hi  = 10 -8"5°t425, Ai  =  O, Mi  =  0.  We assume that the  dissociation 
constant for HA is K  =  10 -s and for ROH  =  KB  =  10 -s.  After penetration of 
HA has occurred (the outside being assumed to remain constant)  we have Ric = 
10 -4-°zTt, OHie  =  10 -r, ROH  =  10 -z'°zT~, Hie  =  10 -7,  Mie  =  10 -a'°zn, Ale  = 
10 -4'°~n.  Let us  now add to the  outside NaOH  and HA until  Ho  =  10 -s, Ao W.  J.  V.  OSTERIffOUT  277 
trance of HA in ionic or molecular form is negligible) we may proceed 
as follows.  Just  as we put  (p.  268)  Pa  equal  to the amount of HA 
entering in  ionic form through  unit  surface in  unit  time when  HoAo 
-  H-#ll  -  1  so  we  may  put  PN.A  equal  to  the  amount  of  NaA 
entering in ionic form through unit  surface in  unit time when NaoAo 
-  NaiAi  --  1.  The amount of NaA  entering in unit  time when Mi 
=  Nai  =  Ai =  0 is PN.ANaoAo; the amount leaving in unit time when 
Nao =  A°  -- 0 is PN.aNaiAi.  Expressing amounts in all cases as tools 
it is evident that the amount of NaA entering is equal to the amount 
of S~ entering so that we may write 
dSi 
= PN.A(NaoAo -- NaiAi) 
dt 
(At  equilibrium  NaoAo  =  Na~Ai.) 
Assuming  that  the  ratio  of Ai  to  Nal  is  approximately  constant 
during penetration  we  may put  Nai  =  BA~ where B  is  a  constant, 
and for convenience we may put NaoAo  =  M 2.  We may then write 
dSi 
-- PN~A  (M* -- BAi  2) 
dt 
Assuming that F~ is constant we have (since Ai  =  FASI) 
dAi  dS~ 
dt  "-~  FA = FN~AFA(M  2 -- BAI  ~) 
On  integrating we obtain 
Putting  2PN~AF.4M  X/B  =  VN~  we have 
vN, =  7  NVNL-T Ao - 
This gives a  curve whose velocity constant,  calculated  as equal  to 
1  in,  A;,  increases from the start. ~6 
t  A;.  -  Ai' 
=  10  -8, Mo  =  10  -3, Nao =  10  -3.  Mter penetration we shall have at equilibrium 
ROH  =  10 -8,  Rie =  10 -s'002,  Hie =  10 -8"002,  Aie  ~  10 -2"998,  Naie  =  10 "~'°°2,  Mie 
=  10 -3  while  the outside is  assumed  to  remain unchanged.  We see that  Hie 
changes from 10 -s'5 to 10 -7. 
25 By way of illustration we may put Ao  --  Nao -  10,  Nai =  Ai,  Fa  =  0.5, 278  EQUATIONS FOR  ENTRANCE  OF ELECTROLYTES 
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Fro.  5.  Shows  the change  of  V~,  Va,  and  VMa  with  change of external pH 
value  (on the supposition that  at pH 5.5  V~  =  VA  =  V~A  =  1)  and also  the 
change  of  VN,  (assuming  that  its  value  at  pH  10.5  is  1).  It is assumed  that 
So  =  1,  K  =  10 -8 and Nao  =  Ao. 
As long as  FM  remains  constant  V~,  Va,  and  V~a  remain  constant  but  if 
R + is so small that  H~ is approximately equal to Ho these velocity constants will 
fall off as the external pH  value  increases.  The  equations  are  VM  =  PMFM; 
VA  =  PAKFM;  VMA  =  (PM  q-  PAK)FM;  lrN~  =  2PNaAFA  "V/~aoAo  V/ft. 
When H~ is not equal to  Ho we put  PM  =  PAK  =  FM  =  1 (for VMA we put 
FM  =  0.5) so that  VM  =  VA  =  VMA  =  1 and when 2PN~aF  a  Y~  =  1 we have 
VN,  =  Ao. 
When  H~  =  Ho we have F M  =  Mo  and may  put  VM  =  VA  =  VMa  +  2 = 
Mo.  Putting 2PI~A  ~-B =  1 we have  (since Fa  =  Ao)  VN~  =  Ao  ~. 
In general the behavior of  VMN~ when H~ is constant is like that of VN~ when 
(dSi)  in  Curves  B,  C,  H~ is constant.  When  Hi  --  Ho  VMN~ behaves like  ~-  b 
and D  in Fig. 4. 
B  =  1,  and  PN~  =  0.01.  Then  Vrr~ =  2PN~aFaAo  %/B =  0.1.  In the first 
unit of time the total amount Si entering (when Ai  =  Na~  =  0)  is 
--  = PN~AAo  2 .-~ (0.01)  102 =  1 
dt 
of which half is A~ since Fa  =  0.5 so that Ai =  0.5 (we assume that none goes out 
during the first unit of time).  In the second unit of time  the amount  of Si  enter- 
ing is 1 and  the amount going out is PN~A?  =  0.01(0.5) 3  =  0.0025  so that  the We may also write
1
￿
(
￿
NA,, -}- 1IBAi) _ FA
￿
1
￿
(-\INaoAo - FA) -I- yBSi VN. = _In,
￿
_
(1INaoAo - 1IBAi) _ FA
￿
t
In.
(-\IRZAo - FA) - _VBSi
Let us now consider what happens when the total external con-
centration So( = M. -{- Ao) is kept constant and the pH value is
varied. Let us suppose that at the start HA alone is present and
that we add increasing amounts of NaOH. We then have VN. =
2PN.AFA 1/Na.A. VB and if Na,, = A.we have VN. = 2PN.AFAA.N/B
so that if FA is constant VN. is directly proportional to A", which
increases with increase of external pH value: if R+ is small so that
we can write as an approximation Ho = Hi and if we also put S.
= 1 we have FA = A..
￿
Putting 2PN.A 1~B = 1 we have VN. =
FAA. = A.2 (see Fig. 5).
￿
The initial rate
(
d
dt /b
likewise increases
with the external pH value since we have
and putting PN.A = V1 this becomes
Then
Putting V,FA = V2 we have
W. J. V. OSTERHOUT
￿
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asi
l = PN.ANaoAo at l b
dsi C~ dt
￿
b
= V1Na°`4o
ddil b
= FA
(dt
)
b
= VIFANaOAO
CdAi) dt b = VaNa.Ao
net increase in Si is i - 0.0025 = 0.9975 of which half or 0.49875 is Ai.
Hence at the end of the second period Ai = 0.5 + 0.49875 = 0.99875 and
1 10+0.99875 _
0.1 VN. = 1 In.
10-0.99875 -
This is approximate (in all such cases the approximation is nearer the smaller
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Case  V.--Molecules  of  HA  and  the  Ion  Pair  Na +  +  A-  Enter. 
We then have 
dAt 
--  = V~(At, -- Ai) +  V2(NaoAo -  NalAI) 
dt 
If  the  proportion of  Nai  to  At  remains sufficiently constant  during 
penetration we may write as an approximation Nal  =  BAI.  Putting 
VMAI,  +  V2NaoAo  =  E  we have 
dAi 
--  = E -- VMAt -- V~BAi  2 
dt 
On integrating (between 0  and Aie)  we obtain 
1  #VM~+4.EV2B+2V~BAt+VM (~v/VM'-[-4EV,B--VM) 
Putting %/Vu  ~ +  4EV2B  =  VMN~ and 2V2B  =  Va we have 
1  vus   +  +  VM (VMS. -- 
Putting V~m~  +  VM  =  V4 and V~,  -  VM  =  V5 we have  26 
1 in  V,+VsAt(V~ 
VMN~ = -~  ~  =  V3At \V,] 
28 As an illustration we may put lifo  =  Mie  =  22.2, Ao  =  Nao  =  10, Au  ffi 
11.1,  F~4  =  0.667,  F.4  =  0.333,  B  =  0.811,  PM  =  0.0015,  PN~  =  0.003,  VM 
=  P~FM  =  0.001,  and  V2  =  PN~.4F.~ =  0.001.  In the first  unit of  time the 
amount going in is 
~t 
--  = -PMMo + PN~ANaoAo =  (0.0015)22.2 +  (0.003)(10)(10) -- 0.3333 
dt 
We then have At =  F,4St  =  (0.333)(0.3333)  =  0.1111 and Mi =  FMSt =  0.2222. 
We may assume for convenience that none of this goes out during the first unit of 
time but that  during the  second unit of  time the  amount going out is PgMt 
+  PNaANaiA¢ = BMMt +  PN~BAi  ~ =  (0.0015)(0.222)  +  (0.003)(0.811)  (0.1111) 2 
=  0.00036291.  This must be subtracted from the total amount going in during 
the first two  units of  time  (which  is  2(0.3333)  =  0.6666)  to  get  the net total 
inside at the end of the second unit of time: this is 0.6666  -  0.00036291  =  0.666237 
of  which  1/3  or 0.222079  is At.  We may arrive at  the  same result by using 
the formula 
aA~ 
--  VM(AI~ -  At) +  V2(NaoAo -- BAi  ~) 
dt W.  J'.  V.  OSTERHOUT  281 
This gives a  curve whose velocity constant  calculated as equal to 
1 Ins  A,~  increases  from the  start. 
t  A~  -  A~ 
Let us now  consider the  significance of  VMN~.  We have  Vsm~  ---- 
"V/VM  ~  +  4EV~B.  Substituting  the  value  of  E  and  putting  Nao 
=  Ao we have 
VUN~, =  V/VM  ~ +  4VMV2BAIe  +  4V22BAo  2 
If R+ is small we may write as an  approximation  B  =  1 and Ao  -- 
A~..  We  then  have 
V~lCN~ --- %/VM  ~ +  4V~cVv4o + 4V**Ao  s 
=  V~ +  2 V2Ao 
--- P~FM +  2PN~AFAAo 
so  that  in  case  Fu  and  FA  are  approximately  constant  VuN,  will 
increase  as  Ao  increases,  i.e.,  with  increase  of  external  pH  valueY 
and putting Ai  =  0 at the start.  We then have for the first unit of time 
AA¢ 
-  VMAi~ "4- V2NaoAo 
dt 
or (0.001)(11.1)  -4- (0.001)(10)(10)  =  0.1Ill.  At the end of the first unit of time 
we have Ai  =  0.1111  and for the second unit of time 
AA__j =  Vsf(Aie  -  Ai) +  V,(NaoAo  -  BAi) =  (0.001)(11.1  -  0.1111)  + 
dt 
0.001)  [100 -  (0.811) (0.1111)q  =  0.110979 
adding this to the amount of Ai present at  the beginning of the second unit of 
time we have 0.1111  +  0.110979  =  0.222079  Ai. 
For the first unit of time we have 
1  v,+  i  o.o2o+o.001622(o.1111), 
t ..~ ~----~Ino ~--  V,Ai \V,/  =  0.01---9  *0.018  -  0.001622 (0.1111) ~,0.02---0] =  1 
For the first two units of time taken together we have 
1  In 0.020 +  0.001622 (0.222079) (0.018~ 
t =  0.~  °0.018 -- 0.001622 (0.222079) k0.~f  ffi 2 
These values are approximate:  they approach nearer to the assumed values of t 
the smaller the values assumed for VM and V2. 
2r This would also be true if we did not assume that Ao  = A~ or that Nao =  Ao 
since we should have Vsm.  =  %/constant +  NaoAo. 282
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But if the internal pH value rises with the external Fm will fall off.
If R+ is small we may write as an approximation Ho = Hi,. If Hi
does not change greatly during penetration and if So = Mo -I- A,,
= 1 we have Far = Mo and FA = A,,.
￿
We then have VmN. = PmM.
-{- PNsAA.E so that the behavior of VmN. will resemble that of
rdSi
dilb
= PMM. -I- V,A. = PMMo -i- PN.AA . in curves B, C, and D in Fig.
4. Hence if the value of PNsA is small in comparison with that of
Pm we shall expect VmN. to fall off as the external pH value rises
but if the value of PNsA is large in comparison with that of Pas we
shall expect Vafw, to increase as the external pH value increases.
We also have
_dSi _ dAi (_1l
and
and
1
￿
V4 - FA + VsSi
￿
_Vs
VatI3a = t In. Vs - FA - VsSi (V4)
(-l
= PMMo -F V,NaoAo
dt b
Let us now consider the behavior of ~
`~ b
with increase in external
pH value. In the beginning when Mi = Ai = 0 the amount going
in as molecules in unit time is PmM, and if Na, = A othe amount of Si
entering in ionic form is V,NaaA, = VA,I.
￿
If we put Pas = V, = 1,
keep the total external concentration (M. -I- Ao = So) constant, and
change the dissociation of HA by adding various quantities of NaOH
we may calculate the total amount entering, i.e.,
(-l
= PMMO -I- VIAo2 = M o .}- Aa2
dt
for each value of Mo.2a ￿Fig. 6 shows the results of such calculations
28 E.g., if we put Pas = V2 = So = 1, Mo = 0.5 (i.e., Mo = 50 per cent), and
A o = 0.5, we have
(~ =0.5+(0.5)2=0,75
dt b/dSd  .  -  z 
/d-~b ~ rio+/% 
9 
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FIG.  6.  Calculated  values  of  dS(~.~  =  initial  rate  of entrance  (when  Mi= 
x, at/ b 
Ai  =  0) if molecules of HA and the ion pair Na +  +  A- enter.  The equation is 
(es,,~  = 
dt ]b  PMMo + PNaANaoAo 
We assume that Naa  =  Ao and that P~  =  P~T~t  ~  1.  We then have 
dSi 
Fla.  7.  Calculated  values of  ~--.~-~-/b =  initial rate  of  entrance  (when Mi  + 
Ai  =  0)  if molecules of HA and the ion pair Na +  +  A- enter.  The equation is 
(~s,~  = 
dt ,]b  PMMo +  VtNaoAo 
where  V1  =  PN~.  We  assume  that Nao  =  Ao, PM  =  So  =  1,  but  Vt varies. 
When  V1  is small  the curves do  not pass  through  a  marked  minimum. 
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forSo  =  1,  So  =  2,  and  So  =  3.  It  is  evident that  (dSi'~  passes 
\  dt/b 
through  a  minimum  which  is  characteristic  for  each  value  of  So. 
If we put So  =  P~t  --  1 and assume various values for V1 we see that 
above a  certain  value the  curves (as  shown in  Figs.  4  and  7)  pass 
through  a  minimum. 
Case VI.--If ions alone enter we may consider as an approximation 
that  the  ion pairs  H+  +  A-  and  Na +  +  A-  enter independently. 
The  entrance  of A  will  be proportional  to  the  number  of  collisions 
and hence to (H +  Na)A  =  (H)(A)  +  (Na)(A):  it will also.depend 
on  the  permeability  which  may  differ  for  Na  +  A  and  H  +  A, 
hence  it  would  seem  to  be  better  to  put  the  number  of  collisions 
proportional to  (H)(A)  +  (Na)(A)  and  treat  the penetration of  H+ 
+  A-  and Na  +  +  A- as if they were independent.  In that  case we 
have (see pp.  271  and  279) 
dA~ 
=  VA(Aie -- Ai) +  V~(NaoAo  -- NalAI)  dt 
If we may put Nal  =  BA~ and VaA~, +  V~NaoAo  =  Et  we may write 
dAi 
-- Ex -- VAAi --  V~BAI  ~ 
dt 
On integrating  (between 0 and A~,) and  putting  X/Va2  +  4E~V2B  -- 
VaN. and 2 V~B  =  V3 we have 
1  VAN~  +  V3Ai +  Va (VaN~ -- Va) 
VAN, = 7  In. VaN--~-  -~ VaAi -- VA \~  ~a 
l 
We also have 
and 
.s,  .A,(±)  = 
(VANa-}"  VA)  "b FA +  V.Si (VANa  --  VA  N] 
VAN, =  In'(vAN,-- VA)  FA --~S~kV--YZN~G/ 
dt ]b ----"  PaHcAo +  VaNaoAo =  PAKMo + V1NaoAo 
It is evident that  if So remains  constant  and  the external  pH value 
increases  HoAo  will  decrease  (since  HoAo  =  KMo)  but  Na~Ao  will W.  J.  V.  OSTERHOUT  285 
(dSi) 
increase.  The  value  of  _-_\-~]b will  pass  through  a  minimum  as 
in  Case  V. 
In  case we add  a  neutral  salt,  e.g., LiC1,  the number of collisions 
is proportional to (H +  Na  +  Li)  (A  +  CI)  =  (H +  Na  +  Li)(A) 
+  (H +  Na  +  Li)(C1).  Hence the addition of a  neutral salt whose 
cation  enters freely should favor the penetration  of A-  providing  it 
does  not  diminish  protoplasmic  permeability  or  otherwise  inhibit 
the process. 
Case  VIZ.--If  molecules  of  HA  together  with  the  ion  pairs  H + 
+  A-  and  Na +  +  A-enter  we have 
dAi 
~  VMA(AIe -- Ai) +  V2(NaoAo  -- NaiAi) 
dt 
Putting E~  =  VuaAi, +  V,NaoAo and Nat =  BAt we have 
dAi 
-- E, --  VMAAi --  V2BAi s 
dI 
Putting  %/VuA ~ + 4E, V2B  =  Vuasa and 2V,B  =  V, we have 
1  VUaN~+ V~Ai  +  VMA  [VuaI~  -- VMa'X 
We also have 
d& 
--  ---- (E2 -- VMAAI --  V2BAfl)  +  FA 
dt 
and 
[  NdSi 
also  ~-~)b  =  (PM +  PAK)Mo'+  VINaoAo 
The value of (dS,  will pass  through a  minimum as in Case  V. 
\dt/b 
Case VIH.--If a weak acid HA and a weak base Z0H enter simul- 
taneously,  forming the  salt ZA  inside,  we may use for HA  and  for 
Z0H  the  equations  already given  (which enable us in some cases to 
find the amount of HA, H +, .4-, ZOH, and Z + inside at any given 
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If the dissociation constant, K, of HA is equal to the dissociation 
constant, Kz, of Z0H and if HA and Z0H enter in equal amounts the 
internal pH  value will  remain almost  constant  and  in  consequence 
FM and FMZ will remain almost constant (FMZ, the fractional concen- 
Mz~ 
tration  of molecules of  Z0H  inside  =  Mzl  -t- Z/where  Mz, is the 
concentration of molecules of ZOI-I  inside  and  Z~  is  the  concentra- 
tion of Z + inside). 
It is evident from what has been said that when a weak electrolyte 
such as HA is the only solute penetrating we cannot decide whether 
ions enter by comparing the rates or the velocity constants at high 
and  low  pH  values  for  the  relative  rates  will  change in  the  same 
way in both cases (i.e., whether molecules alone or ions alone penetrate) 
and the velocity constants,  although differing in the two cases, will 
act alike.  If on the other hand the molecules of a  weak electrolyte, 
HA, and the ions of a  salt NaA  penetrate together we shall get for 
a curve like Curve A in Fig. 4 if molecules alone (or ions alone) 
k dt/b 
of HA penetrate, but if the ion pair Na + --t- A- penetrates' in addition 
to molecules of HA we may expect the types shown in Curves B, C, 
and D in Fig. 4, as well as those shown in Figs. 6 and 7.  The velocity 
constants will also differ as shown in Fig. 5.  If molecules alone (or 
ions alone)  of HA  penetrate the velocity constant will remain con- 
stant if H~ remains constant, but if Hi approximates Ho the  velocity 
constant  will  fall  off  as  the  external  pH  value  rises;  on  the  other 
hand the velocity constant will increase with external pH value when 
the ion pair Na + -t- A-  alone enters.  If both molecules of HA  and 
the ion pair Na + +  A - enter the velocity constant VMN~ may increase 
or decrease as  the  case  may be.  When FM is constant  VMN~ acts 
much like  VN,  in  Fig.  5  (upper curve) but when  Ho  =  H~  it acts 
much like (d_S,~  \  d~/b in Curves B,  C,  and D  in Fig. 4. 
In case of  an exchange of ions  ~9 of the same sign going in oppo- 
site directions, e. g., exchange of H+ for Na+, the total quantity of cations, 
~9 Doubtless  the cell can produce  sufficient ions (e. g., It  + +  ttCOg)  to ensure 
adequate exchange. W.  5.  V.  OSTERHOUT  287 
Q, passing inward through the protoplasm in unit time is proportional 
to the total concentration  (H  +  Na)  of cations inside multiplied  by 
that  outside  so  that  we  may  put  Q  =  L(H~  +  Na~)  (Ho  +  Nao) 
where L is a proportionality factor and the subscripts i  and o denote 
the  concentrations  inside  and  outside  respectively  (Q  will  depend 
on the rate  of  passage  of  the  slower cation).  The  quantity of  H + 
OH, 
passing  out  is  equal  to  and  that  passing  in  is  equal  to 
H~ +  Na~ 
 , er oce 
H.  +Na. 
between these expressions:  on  reducing  them  to a  common  denomi- 
nator we get 
dH  Q 
--  =  (HoNa~ -- H~Nao) 
dt  (Ho +  Nao) (Hi +  Na~) 
Now Ho  +  Nao  =  Hob  (the  concentration  of  Ho  at  the  start)  and 
H~  +  Na~  =  Na~b (the concentration of Na~ at  the start).  Putting 
Q  =  U  we have 
HobNa~b 
dH 
=  U (HoNa~ -- H~Nao)  d~ 
It is, however, more convenient to proceed as follows. 
dH  QHo  QH~ 
dt  Ho +  Nao  H~ +  Na~ 
OHo  QH~ 
Hob  Na,b 
=  (J(HoNalb  -- H~Hob) 
(HoNaib  H,Hob~  =  ( 
Putting  UNa~b  --  U1 and  Hob.  =  U~. we have 
Na~b 
We put 
Hob Hi  I 
Naib 
a'H 
--=  U~(Ho-  U,H,) 
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If the external solution is relatively large or the concentration  of Ho 
relatively large,  so that  we may regard  Ho as constant, we may put 
1  Ho 
U1  =  ~  In~ Ho --  U2H~ 
Experimental  tests of these equations  are in progress.  It may be 
noted that  if we regard the free base of the basic dye brilliant cresyl 
blue as undissociated  we should expect the velocity constant  Vu of 
diffusion into  a  living  cell  of  Nitella  to  be constant  (cf.  Fig.  5)  as 
long as the  pH value of the sap is constant despite the fact that  the 
external  pH  value  changes.  This  is  the  result  actually  found  by 
Irwin.S° 
Let us now consider briefly certain  complications  due to the fact 
that  the penetrating  substance may have  different  activities  in  the 
protoplasm  and  the  aqueous  solutions.  Overton  states  that  per- 
meability depends largely  on  the  partition  coefficient  between  the 
outer surface of the protoplasm and the external solution and accord- 
ing  to Irwin al  the partition  coefficient at the internal surface is also 
important. 
d~f, 
The  equation  --  --  Vu(Mo  -  M~)  assumes  that  the  partition 
dt 
coefficient  between  the  protoplasm  and  the  external  and  internal 
solutions is  1.  In  case it  differs from  1 and  is  the  same  for  both 
surfaces  of  the  protoplasm  we  may  call  it  /Co.  If  we  follow  the 
treatment  of Northrop 3~ we  may  put  dM~  'V~t(KoMo  -  KoM~) 
dt 
V~tKo(Mo  -  M~).  In  case it  is  Ko for the  external  and  K~ for the 
internal  surface  3~  (due to a  difference between the external  solution 
dM~ 
and  the  sap)  we  may  put-  =  V~(KoMo  -  K~M~), 1  whence 
dt 
dM~ 
30 Irwin, M., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1922-23, 5,  727. 
~ Irwin, M., J. Gen. Physiol., 1928-29,  12, 407. 
32 Northrop, J. H., J.  Gen. Physiol., 1928-29,  12, 435. 
3a For  convenience we  here  regard  the  protoplasm  as  a  homogeneous non- 
aqueous phase separating the external solution from the sap. W,  J.  V.  OSTE:R.HOUT  289 
gi  Putting  --  =  K~ and VuK°  =  Vuo we have 
K° 
dM~ 
--  =  VMo(Mo -- K~oM~) 
dt 
or 
1  Mo 
VMo  --  tK"[~o ln~ Mo --  K~oM~ 
For Case II  we may proceed  as  follows.  The  concentration of 
molecules in the outer surface of the protoplasm may be called M~o and 
that in  the  inner  surface M#.  If  the  dissociation  constant  is  K~ 
we have H~Apo  =  Ky~  and I-I~-¢t~ =  K~Mpl, where the subscripts 
po  and  pi  signify  concentrations  in  the  outer  and  inner  surfaces 
respectively.  The diffusion gradient for the ion pair I-I  +  -b A- will 
therefore be proportional to H~tpo  -  H~iAp~ or to KvMro  -  K~v~ 
which is  equal  to  K~KYo  -  K~K~M~.  In  place  of  the  equation 
already given for Case II, i.e.  dM~  =  V~(Mo  -  M~) we  then  have 
dt 
dM~ 
--  ,=  VA  (KrKoMo--K~KiM~) 
dt 
Putting K~K,  =  K~ and K~K~  =  KI  we have 
dM,__ =  VACK'oMo  -- K~,) 
dt 
and proceeding as before we obtain 
i  P  dM.____~ = lraK,  ~ (Mo -- K~oM,) 
dt 
Kti 
where K'~  = K"--~"  Putting  VaK~  =  V~  we have 
1 t  Mo t 
=  1.,  Mo  -  K  ,off  " 
Case III is simply the combination of the equations and presents 
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For Case IV we may proceed as in  Case II.  Assuming  for  pur- 
poses of calculation  a  few undissociated molecules of NaA  we  may 
call  the dissociation  constant  of NaA  in the  protoplasm  K;.  The 
diffusion  gradient  is  then  proportional  to  Na~lw  --Nap~Aa  = 
I  It  l  It  It  It  K~Ko Mo  -  K~K~ M~ where Ko  and K~  are the partition coefficients 
for NaA  at the outer and inner  surfaces  and  M:  and  M~  are  the 
concentrations  of undissociated molecules of NaA.  In place of the 
equation already given for Case IV, i.e. dA___~ = Ps~F~ (Na,A o -  Na~ ~) 
dt 
we have 
dA~ 
-~  =  Pg~tFa(Na~qApo  --  Naw¢l~) 
~tlf  where --i. 
B' we have 
The  relation  between (NapoAp.)  and  (NaoAo)  is obtained as follows 
,,  M~o  NapoApo  ÷  K'p 
Ko  =  -~o  =  NaoAo  +  K, 
where K. is the  dissociation  constant  of NaA  in  the  external  solu- 
K"K',  KoK,,I'  , 
tion.  From this we obtain Na~°A~° -  Wemayput  - 
NaoA o  K,  K, 
K'," and  call the corresponding  constant  for  the  inner  surface  Ki". 
We then  have 
dA~__ =  PN~FA(K'o"  NaoAo  -- K~"Na~A~) 
d$ 
=  PN,AFAK~'(NaoAo -- KioNa,A~) 
Kill 
--  =  =  Kio  B  =  K'""  Putting  M 2  NaAo, Na~  BA~,  and  " 
--  = P~z.aFaKo (M  B'A~)  d2 
or 
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Putting  2P~.xFaM~/-~  =  V~a  we have 
1 
VNa  =  "7 111o 
t 
+  ~A~ 
Cases  V,  VI,  VII,  and  VIII  are  merely  combinations  of  the 
equations  already considered and  hence present no  difficulty;  they 
involve only a  change of constants. 
Hitherto  we have treated  only those cases where the  time  curve 
is of  the first order but in practice we may find when  we calculate 
according to the equation K  -- 1 ln~ ~  that the value of K falls 
t  a--x 
off with time.  This might suggest that the curve follows a  dimolec- 
ular  equation  but in  that case we should expect that on taking any 
two curves,  which we may call  I  and  II,  and  multiplying  all  the 
ordinates  of  Curve  I  by  a  factor  to  make the final  (equilibrium) 
value equal  that  of  Curve  II  the  two  curves  would  not  coincide. 
For if they do coincide it means  that  their  ordinates  at  any  given 
time  t  must  bear  the  same  relation  as  their  final  equilibrium 
values.  If we  are  dealing  with  irreversible  reactions  the  final  or 
equilibrium value of the amount transformed, which we may call x,, 
is equal to the amount  present  at  the start,  which we may  call  a. 
If a  monomolecular  process giving Curve I  M  is changed to a mono- 
molecular process giving Curve II M, by simply doubling the amount 
of a  the velocity constant  is not changed and the time  Curve II M 
can  be reduced  to Curve I  M  by  dividing  all  its  ordinates  by  2. 
But if we have a  dimolecular  process  giving  Curve  I  D  with  the 
equationdX  =  K(a  -  x) ~ or K  --  1  x  d-'tt  t  a(a  -x)  we  cannot  double 
the amount  of a  without  changing  the velocity constant and Curve 
II  D  cannot  be  reduced  to  I  D  by  dividing  its  ordinates  by  2. 
Hence when we have a set of curves with different values of a which 
are convertible into  each other simply by multiplying  ordinates  we 
may  conclude  that  they  are  not  of  higher  orders  than  the  first. 
Such curves are like those of a  reaction  of the first order in  which 
the velocity constant  diminishes  from  the  start  and  may  for  con- 292  EQUATIONS :FOR ENTRANCE O1~  ELECTROLYTES 
venience  be called "inhibited  curves." 
by empirical formulae such  as 
or 
or 
They may often  be  fitted 
1  a,  ., 
K = ¥  lno~. bx~ 
w  -- 
tX  n  X ~ 
a  x  K =  In~ 
t  a-bx  b 
Similar  considerations  apply  to  the  exit  of  electrolytes  but  in 
practice there  may  be  complications,  such,  for  example,  as  those 
discussed by Irwin2  4 
What is here said of weak acids holds, with suitable modifications, 
for weak bases and for amphoteric electrolytes, and it may also be 
applied to strong electrolytes since it is always permissible to assume 
the  existence  of  a  few  undissociated  molecules  for  purposes  of 
calculation. 
SUMM~.RY 
When the only solute  present is  a weak acid,  HA, which penetrates 
as molecules only into a living cell  according to a curve of the first 
order and eventually reaches a true equilibrium we may regard the 
rate of increase of molecules inside  as 
dMi 
--- =  l'~F~t(Mo -  MO 
dC 
where PM  is the permeability  of the protoplasm  to molecules, Ms 
denotes the  external  and Mi the  internal  concentration of molecules, A~ 
denotes the  internal  concentration of  the anion  A- and  Fu  =  M~ 
M~+  A( 
(It is assumed that the activity coefficients equal 1.)  Putting PMF~t = 
Vu, the apparent velocity constant of the process, we have 
dMi 
-  V~t(Mo -  M~) =  V~(~,  -  l~) 
dt 
3~Irwin, M., J. Gem Physiol., 1926-27, 10, 75. W.  .].  V.  OSTERItOUT  293 
When both ions and molecules of HA  enter together we have 
and 
1  Ale 
and 
gSi =  (Vu  +  Vx)(Su  -  &)  =  gua(&t  -  Si) 
dt 
where St =  M~ +  Ai and Sit is the value of Si at equilibrium.  Then 
1  Sit 
Vua  = 7  ln. Slt -  St 
Vu, Va, and Vua depend on Fu and hence on the internal pH value 
but  are independent of the external  pH  value except  as  it  affects 
the internal pH value. 
When the ion pair Na + +  A- penetrates and Na~  --  BAi  we have 
dA~ 
ffi PN~AFA(NaoAo -- BAI s) 
dt 
where PN,a  is  the permeability of  the  protoplasm to  the  ion pair 
Na +  +  A-,  Na0  and Na~  are the external  and internal  concentra- 
where e denotes the concentration at equilibrium.  Then 
1  Mie 
VN  == ~  1no Mie -- Mi 
where t is time. 
The corresponding equation when ions alone enter is 
dAi 
ffi PAKFIc(AIc -- Ai). 
dt 
where K  is the  dissociation constant of HA, PA is the permeability 
of  the protoplasm to  the ion pair H +  -k  A-,  and A~t denotes the 
internal concentration of Ai  at equilibrium.  Putting FaKFu  =  Va, 
the apparent  vdocity constant of the process,  we have 
dAi 
--- VaCAu -  ,40 
dt 294  EQU.  ATIONS  FOP-  ENTRANCE  OF  ELECTROL~fTES 
M ~  Na~ 
tions  of  Na  +,  FA  --- --,  B  =  ,  ,  and  V~, is the  apparent  velocity 
Si  A~ 
constant  of the  process. 
Equations are also given for the penetration of: 
(1)  molecules of HA  and  the ion pair  Na  +  +  A-, 
(2)  the ion pairs H +  +  A-  and Na + +  A-, 
(3)  molecules of HA and the ion pairs Na +  +  A-  and H +  +  A-. 
(4)  The penetration  of molecules of  HA  together with  those of a 
weak base ZOH. 
(5)  Exchange  of ions of the  same sign. 
When a  weak electrolyte HA is the only solute present we cannot 
decide whether molecules alone  or molecules and ions enter by com- 
paring  the  velocity  constants  at  different pH values,  since in both 
cases they will behave alike, remaining  constant if FM is constant and 
falling off with increase of external pH value if FM falls off.  But if a 
salt (e.g., NaA) is the only substance penetrating the velocity constant 
will increase with increase of external pH value: if molecules of HA 
and  the ions of a  salt NaA penetrate  together  the velocity constant 
may  increase  or  decrease while  the internal pH value rises. 
The  initial  rate  \--~/b  (i.e.,  the rate  when M~  --  0  and Ai  =  O) 
falls  off with  increase  of  external  pH  value  if HA  alone  is  present 
and penetrates  as molecules or as ions (or in both forms).  But if a 
salt (e.g.,  NaA) penetrates the initial rate may in some cases decrease 
and  then  increase  as  the  external  pH value increases. 
At equilibrium the value of Mi equals that of Mo (no matter whether 
molecules alone penetrate,  or ions  alone,  or both  together).  If  the 
total  external  concentration  (So  =  Mo  +  Ao)  be  kept  constant  a 
decrease in the  external pH value will increase the value of Mo and 
make  a  corresponding  increase  in  the  rate  of  entrance  and  in  the 
value  at  equilibrium  no  matter  whether  molecules  alone  penetrate, 
or ions alone, or both together. 
What  is here  said of weak acids holds with  suitable modifications 
for weak  bases  and  for  amphoteric  electrolytes  and  may  also  be 
applied to  strong  electrolytes. 